
 

 

 

ACD Goes Android™: M260TE mobile terminal with Android™ Industrial+ - quality made in 

Germany 

 

The bestseller in warehouse logistics, the M260TE mobile terminal from ACD Elektronik GmbH, will now also be 

available in an Android™ Industrial+ version. The advantages are plain to see: Modern user guidance familiar to 

users of Android™ smartphones, together with the quality of the German manufacturer! 

 

Why Android
 TM

 Industrial+? 

Unlike all competitors, who often use products from Asian manufacturers, the Android™ Industrial+ version can be 

selectively adapted to customer needs at any time. That means hardware components that require fundamental 

adjustments to the operating system can also be integrated. Easy app programming by an ACD developer team 

specializing in Android means customers can use the terminal in different processes. ACD Elektronik GmbH also takes 

responsibility for support, incorporates security updates, and provides assistance with troubleshooting as well as rapid 

response to security gaps. The advantage of communicating directly with a German manufacturer is unique on the market 

and greatly reduces complications. 

 

ACD will be using both operating systems in the future 

To continue offering customers the solution that is right for them, ACD Elektronik GmbH will pursue two paths in regards 

to operating systems, Windows® and Android™. It is also possible to convert the M260TE mobile terminal convert from 

Windows® to Android™. ACD Managing Director Andreas Zwißler explains: "The flexible choice of operating system and a 

wide range of equipment features, for example the proven fast input keyboard, offer users precisely the features and 

functionalities that are important in mobile applications." The future potential and flexibility of this solution translate into 

attractive advantages for customers. 

 

Enhanced development of the M260TE mobile terminal is the logical response to growing customer demand for Android™ 

operating systems in the B2B environment. It further expands the extensive product range of mobile devices for every 

application in logistics and industry. Nothing has changed in the familiar advantages of the M260TE: The handheld device 

which is ideally suited for scanning-intensive activities is also equipped with a powerful NXP processor to ensure 

maximum productivity in mobile applications. The M260TE with Android™ also features impressively simple user 

navigation while the modern operating system with its familiar operating environment ensures a high level of employee 

satisfaction. An integrated rechargeable battery for long battery runtimes and high-quality scanners ensure fast, efficient 

and error-free work in industrial environments. 

 

The M260TE mobile terminal with Android™ Industrial+ still stands for the familiar quality and good service and support 

of the German manufacturer. All in all, the M260TE remains the optimum assistant for all warehouse and logistics 

processes and allows for easy, efficient and modern work in harsh environments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Additional information: 

ACD Elektronik GmbH, Nicole Eisele 

Engelberg 2, 88480 Achstetten 

Tel.: +49 7392 708 404 

Fax: +49 7392 708 58404 

nicole.eisele@acd-elektronik.de 

www.acd-gruppe.de  

 

 

ACD Group  

ACD Elektronik GmbH – as part of the ACD Group – is a dynamic, independent and flexible mid-sized company that is among the 

leading high-tech providers in the electronics sector. The ACD Group provides hardware and software solutions for mobile devices and 

applications for retail, logistics and EMS as well as products developed for specific customer requirements and mobile applications. 

The current ACD Group consists of ACD Elektronik GmbH, ACD Systemtechnik GmbH, ACD Antriebstechnik GmbH, ACD Czech s.r.o. 

and ACD USA Inc. It is represented in Germany by two different sites, with one each in the Czech Republic and the USA. The Group has 

about 430 employees at all its sites and generated annual sales of over 88 million euros in 2018 

 

 


